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ABSTRACT

LIM, J., J. M. SCHUNA JR, M. A. BUSA, B. R. UMBERGER, P. T. KATZMARZYK, R. E. A. VAN EMMERIK, and C. TUDOR-LOCKE.

Allometrically Scaled Children_s Clinical and Free-Living Ambulatory Behavior.Med. Sci. Sports Exerc., Vol. 48, No. 12, pp. 2407–2416,

2016. Purpose: This study aimed to compare clinical and free-living walking cadence in school-age children and to examine how the

allometric scaling of leg length variability affects objective ambulatory activity assessment.Methods: A total of 375 children (154 boys and

221 girls, 9–11 yr old) completed GAITRite-determined slow, normal, and fast walks and wore accelerometers for 1 wk. Dependent

variables from clinical assessment included gait speed, cadence, and step length, whereas steps per day, peak 1-min cadence, and peak 60-min

cadence were assessed during free living. Analogous allometrically scaled variables were used to account for leg length differences.

Free-living times above clinically determined individualized slow, normal, and fast cadence values were calculated. Differences in depen-

dent variables between sex and sex-specific leg length tertiles were assessed. Results: Clinically assessed cadence (mean T SD) was 90.9 T

15.2 (slow), 113.8 T 12.9 (normal), and 148.9 T 20.9 (fast) steps per minute, respectively. During free living, participants accumulated

8651 T 2259 steps per day. Peak 1-min cadence was 113.4 T 12.4 steps per minute and peak 60-min cadence was 60.1 T 11.4 steps per

minute. Allometrically scaling gait variables to leg length eliminated the previously significant leg length effect observed in both clinical

and free-living gait variables but did not affect the observation that girls exhibited lower levels of free-living ambulatory behavior measured

by mean steps per day. On average, all groups spent G15 minIdj1 above clinically determined slow cadence; this was unaffected by leg

length. Conclusion: Allometrically scaling gait variables to leg length significantly affected the assessment of ambulatory behavior, such

that different leg length groups appear to walk in a dynamically similar manner. Leg length effects on free-living ambulatory behavior

were also eliminated by implementing estimates of time spent above individualized cadence cut points derived from clinical gait

assessment. Key Words: WALKING, CHILDREN, SCALING, ACCELEROMETER, ELECTRONIC WALKWAY, AMBULATION

A
dvances in wearable technologies (e.g., accelerome-
ters and pedometers) have made objective monitoring
of daily physical activity (PA) more commonplace in

research and clinical settings (27). Total daily volume of ac-
cumulated ambulatory activity, that is, steps per day, has been
widely used to characterize how daily PA behavior changes
across the life span (35). However, using step volume as an
indicator of daily PA has been criticized as an overly sim-
plistic approach because it overlooks intensity as a critical
factor in the assessment of ambulatory behavior (25). As a
result, cadence (steps per minute) has been proposed as a
proxy indicator of walking intensity (3).

Walking speed is a product of cadence and step length
(38,41). Although cadence can be readily assessed in clinical
and free-living settings, the way in which clinical or labo-
ratory derived metrics of locomotor performance translate
to the free-living setting remains unknown. At this time, we
know only of our own small study of older adults (61–81 yr)
comparing clinical and free-living measures of cadence and
relating accelerometer-determined free-living time spent at
or above clinically assessed cadence associated with pre-
ferred gait speed (34). Although novel and promising, our
initial foray was limited and therefore expanding our in-
vestigation to other age-groups was warranted.

In particular, the study of walking behavior among chil-
dren (who span a wide range of stature and body mass) may
require that a normalization process be implemented to
mitigate their potential influence on conclusions about be-
havior pattern differences due only to variations in body size
(14,21). This is especially important for school-age children
who show greater physical developmental variations even
within similar age ranges (7). Studies investigating the me-
chanics of gait have identified that anthropometric factors
(e.g., stature, body mass) not only influence gait variables
such as stride length and cadence (41) but also affect stride
patterns that result in the different ground reaction forces
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and joint moments, translating to different center of mass
accelerations (9,40). Put simply, an individual with long legs
typically walks with a longer stride length and lower cadence
than one with short legs (26). These differences in enacted
movement may be responsible for similarities/differences in
the energetics (5) and mechanics (38) associated with walk-
ing. The effect of body size is not negligible when comparing
gait variables between individuals. Further, subtle differences
in stride-to-stride changes can result in meaningful effects
when accumulated over a longer period (5,6).

Although the consequent effect of allometric differences
on gait dynamics has been well established in biomechanical
laboratory settings as indicated earlier, we know of only two
studies that have attempted to take those factors into account
while assessing free-living ambulatory activity (6,36), and
they report inconsistent results. Bjornson et al. (6) studied
children 2–15 yr and reported that adjusting for leg length
improved the strength of the relationship between age-
related decline in total step-defined walking activity and a
peak cadence indicator (highest steps per minute in a day).
Specifically, accelerometer measured free-living walking
variables were divided by the ratio of each participant_s leg
length to the mean leg length of the youngest age-group. The
basis for this type of scaling process is that free-living
walking behavior is thought to change linearly with leg
length during childhood (e.g., children with shorter legs will
accumulate more total daily volume of steps). If true, failing
to scale walking behavior to leg length would produce an
underestimation of ambulatory behavior in longer-legged in-
dividuals. Another study of children 7–13 yr of age reported
that the relationship between steps per hour (their preferred
rate metric) and age decreased after normalization for stature
(36). Following the tenets of dynamic similarity (1), however,
it could be argued that relating stepping behavior to age is
baseless as it is likely more tied to leg length and not age. The
two previous studies used similar regression approaches to
adjust free-living walking data for leg length (or stature).

Allometric scaling methods have been introduced to com-
pare gait data between individuals of different sizes to dis-
tinguish body size-related differences in enacted behavior
(21). For instance, scaling methods for stature mainly rely on
the biomechanical model representing the similarity between
bipedal gait and an inverted pendulum (21) and postulate that
the distance traveled by a pendulum along its arc (e.g., hip
joint pathway along the arc of a circle centered on the foot) is
equal to the product of the pendulum length (e.g., leg length)
and the angle subtended by the arc (37). Therefore, the effect
of stature on gait is compensated by dividing gait variables
such as step length and walking speed by stature or leg length
(21). Hof (14) suggested the use of leg length (D) and gravity
(g) to correct for differences in stature, obtaining a complete
set of dimensionless variables. Dimensionless step length
(i.e., step length/D, where step length and D are measured in
meters) and frequency (i.e., step frequency / (g/D)1/2, where
step frequency is in steps per second) can be combined to
yield dimensionless speed (i.e., V / (g D)1/2, where V is the

speed in meters per second and is equal to step length � step
frequency). These scaling methods have been used exten-
sively in locomotion studies (10,37). Currently, it is unknown
how these allometric scaling methods can apply to the anal-
ysis of free-living ambulatory data.

With regard to the assessment of children_s PA, the mea-
surement of PA through accelerometry has been hampered by
the lack of consensus regarding intensity-based cut points
derived from device-specific activity counts (22). Activity
counts are unitless digitized values that ambiguously convey
movement events derived from acceleration but are not nec-
essarily tied to repeatable behavioral patterns. By contrast,
cadence is based on an observable human movement pattern,
and it is strongly related to intensity (32). Although highly
intermittent and transitory, ambulation patterns characterize
the nature of children_s habitual walking activity (2). How-
ever, we know of no study that has investigated school-age
children_s free-living walking behavior as a function of dif-
ferent self-selected cadence levels. We hypothesize that clin-
ically assessed self-selected cadence at different walking
speeds could be used as readily accessible, realistic, and in-
dividualized cut points for conveying intensity and patterns of
children_s free-living ambulatory behavior.

Therefore, the dual purposes of this analysis were: 1) to
examine the influence of leg length on clinically assessed
spatiotemporal gait variables and objectively monitored
free-living ambulatory activity and 2) to quantify school-age
children_s daily accumulated time above a range of clinically
assessed self-selected cadences. We achieved these dual
purposes by comparing clinical and free-living walking ca-
dence in school-age children and by examining how the al-
lometric scaling of leg length variability affects ambulatory
activity measures.

METHODS

Participants. This is an analysis of U.S. children who
participated in the multinational cross-sectional International
Study of Childhood Obesity, Lifestyle and the Environment
(ISCOLE) (15). Six hundred and forty-eight school-age
children, 9–11 yr of age, were recruited in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. The Pennington Biomedical Research Center_s
Institutional Review Board approved all study protocols,
and written informed parental consent and child assent were
obtained before any data collection. Analyses of deidentified
data and writing took place at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst. Methodological details have been previously pub-
lished (15). What follows is a synopsis of those measures
directly relevant to this analysis.

Anthropometry. Anthropometry was obtained using
standard techniques (16). Height-based measures were ob-
tained using a Seca portable stadiometer (model 213; Seca
GmbH & Co. KG, Hamburg, Germany). Stature was mea-
sured without shoes to the nearest 0.1 cm (rounding up).
Sitting height was measured to the nearest 0.1 cm (rounding
up), and leg length was computed by subtracting sitting
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height from stature (20,39). Body mass was measured to the
nearest 0.1 kg using a Tanita digital scale (model SC-240;
Tanita Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). Body mass index was
calculated as kilograms of body mass divided by stature
in meters squared (kgImj2). Two measurements were ob-
tained, and the mean was used in analysis (a third mea-
surement was obtained if the first two measurements were
greater than 0.5 cm apart for stature and sitting height and
0.5 kg apart for body mass, respectively).

Clinical gait assessment. Gait was only assessed at
the U.S. ISCOLE site. Gait variables (speed in meters per
second, cadence in steps per minute, and step length in
meters) were assessed with a 6-m GAITRite walkway (CIR
Systems, Havertown, PA) under three self-selected walking
conditions: slow, normal, and fast speed. Standard instruc-
tions were given to all participants. Participants were pro-
vided with a 2-m acceleration and deceleration distance on
either end of the walkway and two practice trials before
performing two crossings under each speed condition. Rest
was provided as needed. Gait variables were calculated from
the mean of two mat crossings.

Free-living assessment. A 24-h accelerometer proto-
col was implemented in ISCOLE to increase wear time
compliance while maintaining the more typical waist at-
tachment site (15). Participants were instructed to wear the
GT3X+ (ActiGraph, Pensacola, FL) accelerometer (initial-
ized to record data at 80 Hz using ActiLife software version
5.5) at the waist for seven consecutive days, removing it
only for bathing and swimming.

A detailed manual describing the accelerometer data col-
lection methods used in ISCOLE, including the management
and treatment of the data, is presented elsewhere (28). Briefly,
ActiLife software was used to download raw acceleration
data from each accelerometer and to identify steps using a
proprietary algorithm applied to the vertical (y) axis. Identi-
fied steps were then summed over 60-s recording intervals
(i.e., epochs). Nocturnal sleep period time was initially iden-
tified before considering any remaining nonwear time using
an automated algorithm, which has been described elsewhere
(29). Nonwear time falling outside the nocturnal sleep period
was identified as any sequence of Q 20 consecutive minutes
of 0 activity counts (28). Waking wear time was then quan-
tified as 24 hj (nocturnal sleep period time + nonwear time),
and a valid day was considered to be a data recording of at
least 10 h of wear time (27).

Steps per day were derived by summing all steps taken
during monitored wear time each valid day. Minute-by-
minute step data were rank ordered within each valid day to
compute peak 60-min cadence (mean steps per minute
detected for the 60 highest, not necessarily consecutive,
minutes in a day) and peak 1-min cadence (the highest
single-minute record of steps per minute on a day) (30).
Peak cadence indicators have been used previously to
characterize ambulatory activity patterns of children and
adolescents (6). Mean time (minIdj1) was calculated above
individual cadences tallied during the clinical assessment of

slow, normal, and fast walking cadences. Mean time (minIdj1)
Q100 steps per minute was also calculated as a standardized
cadence cut point considered indicative of moderate-intensity
walking in adults (18,33). A recent small study of 24 children
(mean age of 10.9 T 0.7) reported that Q120 steps per minute
is a more appropriate threshold for moderate PA walking
in children. Therefore, mean time (minIdj1) Q120 steps per
minute was also calculated (19).

Allometric scaling of gait variables. A set of dimen-
sionless gait variables was calculated based on the principle
of dynamic similarity (24). Specifically, allometric scaling
(14,24) was used to quantitatively determine gait speed, ca-
dence, and step length as a function of leg length. Gait vari-
ables assessed in both clinical and free-living settings were
allometrically scaled to normalize the effect of leg length:
dimensionless speed = speed / (D g)1/2; dimensionless ca-
dence = cadence � (D / g)1/2; and dimensionless step
length = step length / D, where D is the leg length (m) and
g is the acceleration due to gravity (constant at 9.81 mIsj2;
units: speed, mIsj1; cadence, sj1; and step length, m). Free-
living time above the three clinically assessed cadences were
not allometrically scaled as measured cadence was based on
individual preferences (shaped in part by anthropometry as
we demonstrate in the next section) and, therefore, were not
susceptible to the same interparticipant variability issues as
the other analyses.

Data reduction. The analysis sample included 375
children (154 boys and 221 girls) who had sufficient accel-
erometer wear time (Q4 d with at least 10 h of waking wear
time in a 24-h period, including one weekend day) and
completed the three speed-based conditions of the clinical
gait assessment.

Statistical analyses. Descriptive data were presented
as means T SD. Data distributions were checked for nor-
mality and homogeneity of variances using the Shapiro–
Wilk test and the Levene test, respectively. Sex-related dif-
ferences were evaluated using independent samples t-tests.
Mann–Whitney U tests were used, where there was evidence
of nonnormality and heterogeneity. Categories of short-,
medium-, and long-legged children were determined using
sex-specific tertiles of the data. The analyses examining
differences in gait-related variables by leg length were
stratified for sex. A one-way ANOVA and the correspond-
ing Kruskal–Wallis nonparametric tests were used (as ap-
propriate) to evaluate leg length tertile-dependent differences.
The effect sizes for the t-tests and one-way ANOVA were
calculated by means of Cohen_s d (small: 0.2; medium: 0.5;
large: 0.8) and eta-squared (G2) (small: 0.01; medium: 0.06;
large: 0.14), respectively. The effect size of Mann–Whitney
U test was calculated using the equation r ¼ Z=

ffiffiffiffi

N
p

, in which
Z is the z-score and N is the total number of the samples
(small: 0.1; medium: 0.3; large: 0.5). Because there is no
direct way to calculate the effect size of the Kruskal–Wallis
test, the largest effect size calculated in the post hoc test
with the Mann–Whitney U test was reported (i.e., rShort:Long).
Statistical significance was defined as P e 0.05 for all
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analyses. Analyses were conducted using SPSS 16 statistical
software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL).

RESULTS

Participant characteristics. No sex-related differ-
ences in participants_ stature, body mass, leg length, or body
mass index (Table 1) were observed; however, boys were
significantly older than girls (P G 0.05). All anthropometric
variables increased with leg length tertile (all P G 0.05).
Wear time data included 6.32 T 0.78 d (range = 4–7 d) and

14.74 T 0.86 hIdj1 (range = 11.57–17.63 h), which is higher
than the mean wear time (13.7 h for ages 6–11 yr) reported
for a nationally representative sample (27). No differences in
the number of valid wear days or wear time were observed
between sexes and leg length tertiles.

Clinical assessment. Gait speeds obtained from the
electronic walkway were not statistically different between
sexes, with the exception that girls had relatively faster self-
selected slow walking speeds (P G 0.05) (Table 2). The
allometric scaling of gait speed to leg length revealed dif-
ferences in normal (for both boys and girls) and fast (for

TABLE 1. Sample characteristics of school-age children (mean T SD).

N = 375 Boys (n = 154) Girls (n = 221) Effect Size

Leg length tertile Short (G33%)
(n = 51)

Medium
(n = 52)

Long (967%)
(n = 51)

Short (G33%)
(n = 74)

Medium
(n = 73)

Long (967%)
(n = 74)

Age (yr)*,**,*** 9.8 T 0.4 10.1 T 0.5 10.3 T 0.7 9.6 T 0.5 9.8 T 0.5 10.0 T 0.7 r = 0.19*
rShort:Long = 0.43**
rShort:Long = 0.31***

Stature (cm)a,**,*** 134.6 T 3.8 141.5 T 3.7 148.6 T 4.9 133.7 T 4.7 140.8 T 3.6 149.3 T 5.0 rShort:Long = 0.86**
rShort:Long = 0.85***

Body mass (kg)**,*** 32.53 T 5.54 37.14 T 8.48 44.73 T 10.45 31.95 T 5.78 39.53 T 10.26 45.18 T 11.41 rShort:Long = 0.66**
rShort:Long = 0.65***

Leg length (cm)**,**** 64.4 T 1.8 68.9 T 1.1 73.5 T 2.5 63.4 T 2.1 67.9 T 1.1 73.5 T 3.1 rShort:Long = 0.86**
rShort:Long = 0.86***

Body mass index (kgImj2)**,*** 17.90 T 2.55 18.46 T 3.53 20.16 T 4.08 17.80 T 2.62 19.81 T 4.55 20.17 T 4.59 rShort:Long = 0.31**
rShort:Long = 0.27***

Cut points used for leg length tertiles (for boys: 66.7 and 70.4 cm; for girls: 66.0 and 69.7 cm). Effect size for parametric test: Cohen_s d (small: 0.2; medium: 0.5; large: 0.8) for sex
differences and eta-squared (G2 ) (small: 0.01; medium: 0.06; large: 0.14) for leg length differences. Effect size for nonparametric test: r (small: 0.1; medium: 0.3; large: 0.5) for sex differences
and rShort:Long (i.e., largest effect size calculated in the post hoc test with Mann–Whitney U test) for leg length differences.
aParametric t-test was used for sex differences and one-way ANOVA for leg length tertile differences for boys and girls.
*Significant sex differences at P G 0.05.
**Significant leg length differences at P G 0.05 for boys.
***Significant leg length differences at P G 0.05 for girls.

TABLE 2. Results of clinical and free-living assessments of ambulatory activity (mean T SD).

N = 375 Boys (n = 154) Girls (n = 221) Effect Size

Leg length tertile Short (G33%)
(n = 51)

Medium
(n = 52)

Long (967%)
(n = 51)

Short (G33%)
(n = 74)

Medium
(n = 73)

Long (967%)
(n = 74)

GAITRite assessment
Speed (mIsj1) Slowa,b,c,* 0.72 T 0.19 0.70 T 0.17 0.72 T 0.20 0.76 T 0.18 0.75 T 0.19 0.75 T 0.19 Cohen_s d = 0.21*

Normalb,c 1.15 T 0.18 1.16 T 0.19 1.10 T 0.21 1.17 T 0.20 1.19 T 0.23 1.16 T 0.22 –
Fast 1.83 T 0.31 1.79 T 0.31 1.76 T 0.32 1.72 T 0.29 1.74 T 0.31 1.78 T 0.33 –

Cadence (steps per minute) Slowa,b,c,* 91.1 T 15.3 88.8 T 13.7 85.9 T 16.9 95.1 T 14.6 93.1 T 15.9 89.6 T 13.9 Cohen_s d = 0.26*
Normal*,**,*** 115.3 T 9.7 112.9 T 11.3 105.9 T 13.9 119.3 T 11.7 116.4 T 14.1 110.8 T 12.1 r = 0.14*

rShort:Long = 0.36**
rShort:Long = 0.34***

Fast**,*** 158.5 T 23.4 149.4 T 19.9 143.3 T 20.8 152.5 T 20.4 148.2 T 18.4 143.4 T 20.3 rShort:Long = 0.31**
rShort:Long = 0.22***

Step length (m) Slowa 0.46 T 0.08 0.47 T 0.07 0.50 T 0.08 0.47 T 0.08 0.48 T 0.06 0.50 T 0.07 –
Normala,b,c 0.59 T 0.06 0.61 T 0.06 0.62 T 0.07 0.59 T 0.06 0.61 T 0.06 0.64 T 0.09 G

2 = 0.30***
Fast**,*** 0.69 T 0.05 0.71 T 0.06 0.73 T 0.07 0.69 T 0.11 0.70 T 0.07 0.74 T 0.07 rShort:Long = 0.34**

rShort:Long = 0.41***
Free-living assessment

Accelerometer steps per day*,*** 9509 T 1873 9957 T 2705 9067 T 2072 8456 T 1640 7923 T 1925 7766 T 2476 r = 0.33*
rShort:Long = 0.24***

Peak 1-min cadence (steps
per minute)a,b,c,*,**,***

120.4 T 10.4 117.3 T 13.6 109.0 T 11.4 117.5 T 10.0 110.3 T 12.0 107.9 T 11.7 Cohen_s d = 0.29*
G
2 = 0.14**

G
2 = 0.12***

Peak 60-min cadence (steps
per minute)a,c,*,**,***

66.6 T 9.1 66.9 T 13.9 59.9 T 10.4 60.5 T 9.0 56.4 T 10.3 54.1 T 10.4 Cohen_s d = 0.68*
rShort:Long = 0.32**

G
2 = 0.07***

Effect size for parametric test: Cohen_s d (small: 0.2; medium: 0.5; large: 0.8) for sex differences and eta-squared (G2 ) (small: 0.01; medium: 0.06; large: 0.14) for leg length differences.
Effect size for nonparametric test: r (small: 0.1; medium: 0.3; large: 0.5) for sex differences and rShort:Long (i.e., largest effect size calculated in the post hoc test with Mann–Whitney U test)
for leg length differences.
aParametric t-test was used for sex differences.
bOne-way ANOVA was used for leg length tertile differences for boys.
cOne-way ANOVA was used for leg length tertile differences for girls.
*Significant sex differences at P G 0.05.
**Significant leg length differences at P G 0.05 for boys.
***Significant leg length differences at P G 0.05 for girls.
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boys only) walking speeds (Table 3). Children with shorter
legs generally displayed faster leg length–scaled walking
speeds. Girls demonstrated higher cadences during the
clinical gait assessment than boys at both slow and normal
(all P G 0.05) walking speeds (Table 2). These sex-related
differences in gait variables were maintained even after
normalizing for leg length (Table 3). However, a significant
leg length tertile group effect observed in the normal and fast
cadences for both sexes (Table 2) was not pronounced when
allometrically scaled (Table 3). Step length did not differ
between sexes regardless of scaling for leg length. However,
the influence of leg length difference on the step length was
significant on nonscaled data (with the exception at slow
speed) and also with scaling (but the relationship was re-
versed). Specifically, nonscaled step length (Table 2) in-
creased with leg length tertile, but the relationship was
reversed with scaled values (Table 3). That is, shorter-legged
individuals exhibited longer step lengths under allometric
scaling for the leg length.

A comparison of the relationship between clinically
assessed step length and cadence, nonscaled and scaled for
leg length, is depicted in Figure 1. The way in which in-
dividuals select the combination of step length and cadence
across a wide range of speeds is mapped onto the same
figure to graphically convey differences in the relationship
between step length and cadence necessary to achieve the
same walking speed for the different leg length tertiles. The
slopes of the linear best-fit lines created using participants_
data points at each of the three speeds were compared be-
tween sexes as well as among leg length tertiles. To achieve
the same speed (i.e., along the speed isocurve), without
scaling for leg length (Fig. 1, left), short-legged children

used a higher cadence and a shorter step length than long-
legged children for both sexes. This leg length–associated
trend was consistently apparent across the range of speeds as
depicted by the speed isocurves. A comparison of the slopes
between sexes indicated that these trends were not sex spe-
cific (P = 0.41). The slopes between the leg length tertiles
were different for both boys (P G 0.05) and girls (P G 0.01),
however. The steeper slope apparent with short-legged
children indicates that they chose to increase speed to a
greater degree via increases in cadence compared with the
longer-legged children. Allometric scaling for leg length
(Fig. 1, right) yielded a better fit to the regression line (i.e.,
increased R2 values presented in Fig. 1). More importantly,
the step length and cadence relationship across the leg length
tertiles became less distinctive, and the data points were
increasingly intermingled and clustered together toward the
regression line. This pattern apparent with allometrically
scaled data implies a constant relationship between step
length and cadence across the range of speeds independent
of the leg length difference in school-age children. The slope
of the dimensionless step length and cadence relationship
was not different among leg length tertiles for both sexes (all
P 9 0.05), nor between sexes (P = 0.26).

Free-living assessment. Accelerometer-determined steps
per day were significantly greater for boys than girls (P G 0.01).
For girls, steps per day were significantly related to leg
length; fewer steps per day were accumulated by girls cate-
gorized within the longest leg length tertile (Table 2). Peak
1-min cadence and peak 60-min cadence were significantly
different between sexes and across leg length tertiles for both
sexes (all P G 0.01). Higher peak 60-min cadences were
observed in boys versus girls. In both boys and girls, the

TABLE 3. Dimensionlessly normalized clinical and free-living assessments of ambulatory activity (mean T SD).

N = 375 Boys (n = 154) Girls (n = 221) Effect Size

Leg length tertile Short (G33%)
(n = 51)

Medium
(n = 52)

Long (967%)
(n = 51)

Short (G33%)
(n = 74)

Medium
(n = 73)

Long (967%)
(n = 74)

GAITRite assessment
Dimensionless speed Slowa,b,c,* 0.28 T 0.07 0.27 T 0.06 0.27 T 0.07 0.30 T 0.07 0.29 T 0.07 0.28 T 0.07 Cohen_s d = 0.23*

Normalb,**,*** 0.45 T 0.07 0.44 T 0.07 0.40 T 0.08 0.47 T 0.08 0.46 T 0.09 0.43 T 0.08 G
2 = 0.07**

rShort:Long = 0.22***
Fasta,** 0.72 T 0.12 0.68 T 0.12 0.65 T 0.11 0.69 T 0.11 0.67 T 0.12 0.66 T 0.12 rShort:Long = 0.27**

Dimensionless cadence Slowa,b,c,* 0.38 T 0.06 0.39 T 0.06 0.39 T 0.07 0.40 T 0.06 0.40 T 0.06 0.40 T 0.06 Cohen_s d = 0.24*
Normal* 0.49 T 0.04 0.49 T 0.04 0.48 T 0.06 0.50 T 0.04 0.51 T 0.06 0.50 T 0.05 r = 0.14*
Fast 0.67 T 0.09 0.65 T 0.08 0.65 T 0.09 0.64 T 0.08 0.64 T 0.08 0.65 T 0.09

Dimensionless step length Slowa,c,**,*** 0.72 T 0.13 0.68 T 0.10 0.68 T 0.10 0.75 T 0.12 0.70 T 0.09 0.68 T 0.10 rShort:Long = 0.24**
G
2 = 0.06***

Normala,b,c,**,*** 0.93 T 0.10 0.89 T 0.08 0.84 T 0.09 0.93 T 0.09 0.89 T 0.09 0.87 T 0.13 G
2 = 0.12**

G
2 = 0.09***

Fasta,**,*** 1.07 T 0.08 1.04 T 0.09 1.00 T 0.09 1.09 T 0.17 1.03 T 0.10 1.01 T 0.09 rShort:Long = 0.36**
rShort:Long = 0.32***

Free-living assessment
Dimensionless accelerometer steps per day* 0.02 T 0.005) 0.03 T 0.008 0.02 T 0.006 0.02 T 0.004 0.02 T 0.005 0.02 T 0.007 r = 0.34*
Dimensionless peak 1-min cadencea,b,c,* 0.51 T 0.04) 0.51 T 0.06 0.49 T 0.05 0.49 T 0.04 0.48 T 0.05 0.49 T 0.05 Cohen_s d = 0.37*
Dimensionless peak 60-min cadencea,* 0.28 T 0.03) 0.29 T 0.06 0.27 T 0.04 0.25 T 0.03 0.24 T 0.04 0.24 T 0.04 Cohen_s d = 0.73*

Effect size for parametric test: Cohen_s d (small: 0.2; medium: 0.5; large: 0.8) for sex differences and eta-squared (G2) (small: 0.01; medium: 0.06; large: 0.14) for leg length differences.
Effect size for nonparametric test: r (small: 0.1; medium: 0.3; large: 0.5) for sex differences and rShort:Long (i.e., largest effect size calculated in the post hoc test with Mann–Whitney U test)
for leg length differences.
aParametric t-test was used for sex differences.
bOne-way ANOVA was used for leg length tertile differences for boys.
cOne-way ANOVA was used for leg length tertile differences for girls.
*Significant sex differences at P G 0.05.
**Significant leg length differences at P G 0.05 for boys.
***Significant leg length differences at P G 0.05 for girls.
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short-legged tertiles displayed elevated peak 1- and 60-min
cadences compared with the long-legged length tertile. With
the exception of the boys_ peak 1-min cadence, all other peak
cadence indicators were numerically lower than the clini-
cally assessed normal walking cadence.

The allometric scaling of free-living step variables elimi-
nated the aforementioned differences between leg length
tertiles in accelerometer-determined steps and peak cadence
indicators (Table 3). For instance, the decrease in girls_ steps
per day with increased leg length was attenuated and rendered
nonsignificant when leg length was considered (Fig. 2).

During free living, participants averaged G15 minIdj1

above individualized cadences established during clinical
assessment of their self-selected slow walking speeds (Fig. 3).
Boys spent more minutes per day above their individualized
slow (r = 0.24) and normal (r = 0.23) cadence levels than
girls (all P G 0.05). Despite the capacity to walk at moderate
to high cadences (i.e., Q100 steps per minute), school-age
children spent e5 and e1 minIdj1 above their clinically de-
termined individualized normal and fast cadences, respectively.
The amount of free-living time spent above individually cal-
ibrated walking intensities did not differ between leg length

groups; however, free-living time calculated above the stan-
dardized thresholds (i.e., Q100 and Q120 steps per minute)
did indeed differ between leg length groups (all P G 0.05)
(Fig. 3). Post hoc analysis indicated that long-legged chil-
dren of both sexes spent less time at Q100 steps per minute
(rShort:Long = 0.40 for boys, rShort:Long = 0.28 for girls) and
Q120 steps per minute (rShort:Long = 0.42 for boys, rShort:Long =
0.35 for girls) than children in the other leg length tertiles
(all P G 0.01).

DISCUSSION

This study is the first that we are aware of to scale free-
living ambulatory activity data in school-age children to leg
length using a dimensionless scaling method. Applying al-
lometric scaling methods to account for intersubject size
differences demonstrated that leg length differences can con-
found the interpretation of ambulatory behavior measured
in either clinical or free-living settings. The dimensionless
scaling of gait variables provides a simple and effective way
to account for a potentially confounding factor in assessing
ambulatory behavior among children of a range of sizes.

FIGURE 1—Clinically assessed cadence as a function of step length by leg length tertiles without (left) and with (right) scaling for the leg length in boys
(top) and girls (bottom). Note 1: R2 and slope for each leg length tertile are in order of short, medium, and long. (Top left) R2 = 0.568, 0.609, 0.474; slope =
215.9, 189.9, 164.6. (Top right) R2 = 0.553, 0.594, 0.483; slope = 0.579, 0.570, 0.561. (Bottom left) R2 = 0.517, 0.620, 0.600; slope = 188.0, 193.3, 169.9. (Bottom
right) R2 = 0.553, 0.611, 0.617; slope = 0.522, 0.566, 0.586. Note 2: Parallel isocurves indicate the equal speeds. Dimensionless step length was calculated
based on step length/D. Dimensionless cadence was calculated based on cadence� (D/g)1/2, where cadence is the steps per day (sj1),D is the leg length (m),
and g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 mIsj2). Short = leg length tertile G33%; Long = leg length tertile 9 67%.
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It is well known that individuals with longer legs cover
the same distance with fewer steps (13) and an inverse re-
lationship between step length and cadence (i.e., longer step
length with lower cadence) is observed with increasing age
among typically developing children (26,37). These leg
length–specific step length and cadence relationships likely
arise as there is a limit to how much short-legged individuals
can increase their step length, while there may also be less
resistance to oscillating a shorter limb at a greater frequency.
The findings herein support these previous conclusions
by confirming similar relationships in children, and further
demonstrating that scaling the data based on the principles
of dynamic similarity neutralizes apparent leg length–related
differences. An age-related decline in steps per day and
peak cadence indicator values in children and adolescents
(3,4,22,31) has been well described, but these previous anal-
yses have not considered potential anthropometric influences.

Herein, we demonstrate a discrepancy between the scaled and
the nonscaled free-living ambulatory activity data across leg
length tertiles. Specifically, the anticipated pattern of lower
mean steps per day, peak 1-min cadence, and peak 60-min
cadence in long-legged children was not apparent after allo-
metric scaling. These changes reveal that children between
the ages of 9 and 11 yr display dynamically similar patterns of
ambulatory behavior. Similarly, van Wely et al. (36) reported
that adjusting the number of free-living steps per day for
stature decreased the association with age in the school-age
children with spastic cerebral palsy. Contrary to our findings,
a significant maturity-dependent difference in steps per day
evaluated within a similar age range of girls (9.5 to 11.5 yr)
was observed even when controlling for leg length (11).
Furthermore, adjusting for leg length actually increased the
age-related decline in strides per day (their preferred termi-
nology) among child 2–15 yr (6). Although somewhat in-
consistent, the aforementioned studies do support a need to
consider using a secondary normalization technique for free-
living ambulatory data to account for the structural and func-
tional consequences of anthropometric differences among
maturing children (13,17).

Although leg length–related associations with step-based
variables measured in free living became less distinctive
with scaling, strong sex-related differences persisted even
after adjusting for leg length. Specifically, girls accumulated
18.2% fewer dimensionless steps per day than boys and
also exhibited 3.6% and 12.2% lower peak 1-min and 60-min
cadence values, respectively. These sex-based distinctions
are consistent with previous reports of European children
age 9–15 yr (22), U.S. children age 2–15 yr (6), and 6–19-
yr-old children and adolescents in the 2005–2006 National
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (4). What makes
the results described here more robust, however, is that the
sex-specific differences in children_s free-living ambulatory
behavior were significant even after allometric scaling. This
consideration reaffirms previous reports that these sex-
related difference in free-living ambulatory behavior are
real and do not simply arise from physical and develop-
mental differences.

FIGURE 3—Sex and leg length–specific free-living time (minIdj1) spent above clinically assessed cadence cut points. Note: Values are represented as
mean T 95% confidence interval. *Significantly different from boys. +Significantly different between leg length tertiles.

FIGURE 2—Steps per day accumulated at different leg length tertiles
by sex without (left) and with (right) scaling for the leg length. Note:
Values represented as mean T 95% confidence interval. Dimensionless
steps per day were calculated based on cadence � (D/g)1/2, where ca-
dence is the steps per day (sj1), D is the leg length (m), and g is the
acceleration due to gravity (9.81 mIsj2). Short = leg length tertile
G33%; Long = leg length tertile 9 67%.
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The children in this study walked slower at all walking
speeds (0.74, 1.16, and 1.76 mIsj1 for slow, normal, and fast
speed, respectively) compared with a large population-based
study of children (mean age 10.5 yr) at 1.03, 1.38, and
1.82 mIsj1 for slow, ‘‘free,’’ and fast speed, respectively
(17). Even after allometric scaling, the self-selected slow
(0.28) and normal (0.44) dimensionless walking speeds ob-
served herein were lower than those previously reported
(17,23). Other clinical studies of children_s walking speed
have also reported faster preferred or normal walking
speeds: 1.29 mIsj1 for 10-yr-old children in the study of
Dusing and Thorpe (12) and 1.37 mIsj1 for 9- to 10-yr-old
children in the study of Dixon et al. (10). However, our
sample of children accumulated a similar number of mean
steps per day (9514 for boys and 8049 for girls) as compared
with other study samples (4,8,31).

Clinically assessed individual gait variables also provided
the metrics to understand how school-age children in each of
the leg length tertile-defined categories modulate step length
and cadence to walk at different speeds. Although both scaled
and nonscaled measures of cadence and step length increased
with walking speed, allometric scaling revealed that the leg
length–dependent discrepancy observed in clinically assessed
spatiotemporal gait variables (Table 2) either disappeared
(i.e., cadence) or reversed its relationship (i.e., step length)
relative to the leg length tertiles (Table 3). These results fur-
ther imply that among closely aged children, differences be-
tween step length and cadence relationships apparent across a
range of speeds are driven by differences in leg length.

We also evaluated whether children_s free-living PA,
measured by minutes greater than clinically measured ca-
dence cut points, was associated with sex and/or leg length.
Consistent with our findings concerning steps per day and
peak cadence indicators, boys spent more time at or above
clinically measured slow and normal cadence than girls
(Fig. 3). Leg length–related differences apparent in free-
living time spent above the standard cadence cut point (i.e.,
Q100 and Q120 steps per minute) were neutralized when
individualized cut points were considered. This emphasizes
that individualized clinically assessed cadence cut points
reflect interparticipant anthropometric differences; no fur-
ther data treatment is required to scale the data to anthro-
pometric differences.

This study has several limitations. This was a cross-
sectional study focused on a limited age-based sample of
developing school-age children living in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, in the United Stated, and results therefore may
not be generalizable to other populations. Although instruc-
tions were standardized for the gait test and participants were
given practice, we observed a larger range of speeds (63%
below to 65% above nonscaled normal walking speed) than
other studies (24% below to 30% above nonscaled normal
walking speed [17]). Dimensionless scaling does not remove
influence of body size and/or age completely, and thus cau-
tion should be exercised in applying such techniques more
broadly. For instance, while the influence of leg length was

effectively reduced for stride length and cadence using di-
mensionless scaling, scaled self-selected speed still exhibited
a significant association with age and even an increased as-
sociation with leg length after scaling (10). Although an al-
ternative statistical approach might have been optimal for
dealing with the continuous variables such as leg length, the
division-into-tertiles approach was used to present our find-
ings for general audiences without sacrificing interpretability
and efficiency of communication. Although we have con-
firmed that no interaction effects between sex and leg length
tertile were significant when all dependent variables were
tested in a 3 (tertiles of leg length) � 2 (sex) factorial
ANOVA, a future study should be conducted to determine
whether a similar outcome for the interaction effect is de-
rived. Finally, a small variation associated with protocols for
measuring leg length could possibly confound the results.
We chose to use the estimated leg length from sitting height
subtracted from stature as a simple field assessment, but
other studies have used different protocols and varied ana-
tomical landmarks to assess leg length, and also with and
without wearing shoes (5,10,24). Thus, further research
should verify if these small but potentially significant dif-
ferences in the anthropometric measures could affect the
results, especially in developing children.

In summary, the goal of this manuscript was to raise
awareness of the importance of considering differences in
leg length as well as individuals_ preferred cadences across a
range of walking speeds when assessing children_s free-
living ambulatory behavior. We have provided empirical
evidence that the allometric scaling of free-living walking
variables effectively removed the source of variation origi-
nating from leg length differences, providing an opportunity
to evaluate differences in behavior unaffected by anthropo-
metric differences in developing children. To be clear, di-
mensionless scaling minimizes false positives arising from
allometric variations so that observed differences are more
likely to be of behavioral instead of anthropometric origins.
Further, the scaling of clinically assessed gait variables
demonstrated a uniform step length and cadence relationship
across a wide range of walking speeds. We also observed
that free-living ambulatory behavior evaluated based on
clinically assessed and individualized cadence cut points
were not influenced by leg length differences. Individualized
cadence cut points can be considered an a priori data col-
lection approach to minimizing anthropometric effects and
can also be an alternative (and/or supplement) to post hoc
data treatment approaches to allometrically scaling free-
living behavior. Persistent behavior at or above self-selected
cadences is infrequent in this sample of children_s free-
living behavior. Research focusing on factors that would
lead school-age children to engage in activities that require
higher walking cadences would likely provide an opportu-
nity to increase children_s PA, although it remains unclear at
this point which factors influence behavior in a way that
promote sustained cadence patterns in daily life. The find-
ings in this study substantiate the validity of allometric
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scaling principles as applicable to the assessment of chil-
dren_s ambulatory behavior and focus the importance of
individualized walking intensity measures against the stan-
dardized threshold in free living.
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